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We are pleased to invite you to the Meta-Pandemic GLAMers conference on 13 February 2023 at 

Cyprus University of Technology, which will mark the final event of The GLAMers project (Erasmus+, 

2021-2023).  

The day is designed as a moment to explore the main results of the project, but it will also be an 

opportunity to take stock of the post-pandemic situation of European GLAMs (galleries, libraries, 

archives and museums).  

Many speakers are going to join the conversation, so stay tuned to know more about the agenda!  

About the project  

After the COVID-19 pandemic, it became evident that citizens, and more specifically youth communities, 

can take an active role both in society and in the co-design of new relations between GLAMs and young 

audiences, enticing initiatives that contribute to better societies through civic empowerment.  

The GLAMers offers an action plan, activities and resources aiming at understanding how youth 

engagement can be reinforced. 

 

https://glamers.eu/
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The partners are located all over Europe and consist of a wide and complementary range of profiles: one 

University (Cyprus University of Technology), one NGO addressing youth communities (Citizens in 

Power), an SME on open and social learning (Web2Learn), a museum of national reach (Museum of Arts 

and Crafts) and a pan-European network of cultural institutions (Michael Culture Association).  

Join us and stay tuned for more info! 

 

Register to attend 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSexrE5NokLjRp5tz8vEnoqB8BGdOjiDDBEZ_PkJur_jR7oFQg/viewform

